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Gothic Thermidor:  
The *Bals des victimes*, the  
Fantastic, and the Production  
of Historical Knowledge in  
Post-Terror France

It is common knowledge that shortly after the fall of Robespierre relatives of persons guillotined during the Terror gathered at “victims’ balls.” Historians of all political sympathies, of at least three nationalities, and across a period of more than a century and a half have commented on the curious dancing societies to which only “victims,” or more properly speaking, surviving relations of victims, were admitted. Thomas Carlyle wrote in his *French Revolution*:

> Among the innumerable kinds of Balls [in post-Terror Paris], let the hasty reader mark only this single one: the kind they call Victim Balls, Bals à Victime. The dancers, in choice costume, have all crape round the left arm: to be admitted, it needs that you be a Victime; that you have lost a relative under the Terror. Peace to the Dead; let us dance to their memory! For in all ways one must dance.¹

Carlyle’s compatriot Archibald Alison described the dancing society as “one of the most fashionable and brilliant assemblies” in Thermidorian Paris. He observed that “between the country-dances, [the dancers] said, ‘We dance on the tombs,’” and noted that “a favourite dress for the hair was adopted from the way in which [that of guillotine victims] had been arranged immediately before execution.”²

The story of the victims’ balls, however, was not merely English currency. French historians repeatedly commented on the bizarre institution as well. In the late 1830s Théophile Lavallée wrote in his *Histoire des français* of the “*bals des victimes*, at which one danced in mourning clothes, and to which only individuals whose relatives had perished on the scaffold were admitted,” and attributed this strange practice to the anti-Jacobin street-fighting dandies known as the *jeunesse dorée*.³ In 1855 Jules Michelet denounced what he viewed as the hypocrisy of the dancing societies, “where impudent luxury rolled in the orgy of its false mourning,” and a few years later the socialist historian Louis Blanc condemned the “impius lightness” with which survivors “parodied” their relatives’ executions.⁴ Ed-
mond and Jules Goncourt were more sympathetic, seeing in the macabre institution an understandable release from the fear, sorrow, and anger produced by the Terror:

France is dancing.

She has been dancing since Thermidor. . . . she dances to avenge, she dances to forget! Between her bloody past and her dark future, she dances! Scarcely saved from the guillotine, she dances. . . . France, still bloodied and all ruined, turns and pirouettes and spins about in an immense and mad farandole.3

Though the Goncourt brothers were given to suspiciously poetic depictions of history, the same cannot be said of the great positivist historian of the Third Republic, Alphonse Aulard, who nevertheless confirmed the existence of the victims’ balls, “to which no one was admitted unless some relative had been guillotined.”6 His rival, the socialist Albert Mathiez, disagreed with him on nearly every point, but concurred on the existence of the *bal des victimes.*7 Louis Madelin included an account of the victims’ ball in his *Révolution française.*8 Postwar historians, including Norman Hampson, André Castelot, Denis Richet, and François Furet, have been equally certain that the victims’ balls took place.9

Despite the common agreement of historians over a period of more than 160 years, there is little if any contemporary evidence that the *bals des victimes* in fact existed. It is telling in this respect that Aulard, famously scrupulous about the importance of documentation in historiography, failed to cite a source for his description of the balls.10 Indeed, even his massive anthology of documents, *Paris pendant la réaction thermidorienne et sous le directoire,* contains nothing to confirm the existence of the victims’ balls. The five-volume collection consists largely of reports by police spies who, in search of evidence of subversive activity as well as antigovernment moods, recorded the most minute details of Parisian social life during the five years between the fall of Robespierre and the rise of Napoleon. Surely they would have reported the *bals des victimes* had they been aware of them.11 The Goncourt brothers, by contrast, did cite a contemporary source, the so-called *petites affiches* or the daily newspaper specializing in entertainment and cultural events, as evidence of the existence of the *bals des victimes.* But a thorough reading of the *petites affiches* throughout the Thermidorian period yields not a single reference to the notorious institution. One finds many advertisements for balls, but none for victims’ balls.12

The earliest reference to the victims’ balls that I have been able to find is from *Le spectateur du nord,* an émigré newspaper in Hamburg, which published a letter of 29 March, 1797 criticizing the “frivolity” of “people who find a ball more interesting than a primary assembly, and of whom there is nothing left to say when one recalls their *bals de victimes.*”13 Yet this claim is doubly suspect, since it betrays an obvious political bias and was “reported” from faraway Hamburg. The editors
of the Parisian theater journal, *Le censeur dramatique*, did include a brief note on the victims’ balls in the winter of 1797, but they wrote of them in the past tense, suggesting that they no longer existed. Three years later Louis-Sébastien Mercier described the “bizarre amusement” in his *Nouveau Paris*, but he too wrote of it in the past tense. Otherwise one searches in vain for contemporary or near contemporary mention of the notorious balls. A “tableau des bals d’hiver” for the winter of 1798–99 was silent on the subject, and a ten-page preview of subscription balls for the 1799–1800 season had nothing to say about *bals des victimes*. Even die-hard opponents of the *jeunesse dorée*, whom later commentators would associate with the victims’ balls, appear to have said nothing of them, despite the obvious political mileage of linking them to such reprehensible conduct, and in 1797 a Parisian satire on the *jeunesse dorée* lacked all restraint when parodying its members, but said nothing about victims’ balls.

How did a marginal rumor hardly mentioned by contemporaries enter the historiographical canon as an unquestioned fact? How did it achieve the status of common knowledge? In order to answer these questions it is necessary to examine the memoirs of individuals who “recalled” the victims’ balls for posterity. From the mid-1820s until midcentury the *bals des victimes* were a staple of memoir literature on the period of Thermidor and the Directory. In 1825 General Ségur remembered “those dances that were impudently called *bals des victimes.*” In 1827 Antoine Caillot recalled “the opening of a ball to which only persons mourning one or several relatives who had died on the scaffold were admitted.” That same year Empress Josephine’s biographer M. A. Le Normand remembered the time when “the *bals à la victime* were much in vogue, and everyday one heard the most piquant anecdotes about what had happened” the night before. In 1833 Charles Nodier, whose account served as the basis for Louis Blanc’s subsequent claims, described the “*bal des victimes*, to which a woman was not admitted unless someone in her family had perished on the scaffold.” That same year the actor Antoine-Vincent Arnault reported the dancing festivities and noted the “victims’ coiffure” that dancers wore in imitation of the final haircut performed by the executioner at the guillotine. In 1838 Laure Junot, duchesse d’Abrantès, one of the few who claimed actually to have been present at the victims’ balls, gave a detailed and relatively sympathetic account of their origin at the Hôtel Richelieu in January 1795. The 1840s saw a number of similar accounts. The comte d’Allonville speculated on which balls in Paris were actually *bals des victimes*. Georges Duval included a lengthy description of the institution in his *Souvenirs thermidoriens*, and embellished on earlier portrayals by claiming that participants at the balls performed, as an “atrocious joke,” *salut à la victime* in which one greeted one’s dancing partner not with a gentle nod, but with a sudden jerk of the head, “in imitation of the condemned” at the moment of decapitation. The baronne de Vaudrey remembered the *bal des victimes* as “one of the balls that brought together all of the elegant monde,” and the Englishman J. G. Millingen recalled “this strange
assembly” in his *Recollections of Republican France*. Finally, the famous actor François-Joseph Talma mentioned the *bals des victimes* in his memoirs, published in 1850.

It is easy enough to discredit much of the memoir literature on the victims’ balls. For example, Nodier was fourteen or fifteen years old in 1795 and in hiding, probably in the provinces, due to his father’s dangerous Terrorist connections and his own role as the Jacobin martyr Joseph Bara in a republican pageant. Besides, he was notorious among contemporaries for having lied about his “Girondin” past. D’Abrantès is equally suspect. She wrote voluminous memoirs throughout the 1830s, possibly to support her opium habit, and the internal contradictions of her own memoirs make them hard to believe. She attributed the founding of the *bal des victimes* in January 1795 to a royalist widow of the battle of Quiberon, though that battle did not take place until June, and elsewhere reported the unlikely story that Napoleon had unsuccessfully courted her mother for marriage. Duval has been aptly called a “completely trustworthy liar” for his consistent repetition of popular rumors, and his account of the victims’ ball is even less credible in that he admitted reporting it secondhand. Other memoirs are hardly more reliable. They were written decades after the events described, and it is not entirely cynical to suspect that authors—or their relations—were hoping to profit from their longevity by selling recollections of a turbulent and compelling period. The point of discrediting these accounts is not to call into question the rigor of historians (and perhaps other memorialists) who subsequently relied on them, but to suggest that something other than the actual plausibility of the victims’ ball stories led to their frequent repetition. Some other factors must have been figured into the persistence of this particular rumor in the French collective memory.

It would be tempting to offer a purely political explanation of the remarkable strength of this “memory.” After all, a great deal of recent scholarship has emphasized the political goals that collective memory of historical events, real or mythical, has frequently served. Historians have repeatedly shown how political communities sustained themselves through commemoration, either in the form of consciously constructed festivals and monuments or the often unconscious repetition of ideologically coded language. To be sure, the story of the victims’ ball was not politically innocent, and could be marshaled to partisan causes. For the émigrés from Hamburg cited above, the victims’ ball stood for the apathy of fashionable Parisians in the face of a bad republican government. For the republican Mercier the victims’ ball represented the “vain efforts of the aristocracy to form new cabals.” Duval, though a staunch anti-Jacobin and former member of the *jeunesse dorée*, similarly wrote that participants at the balls “belonged in general to the high aristocracy,” and “wanted neither to dance with the others nor as the others. They needed a ball that the vulgar could not penetrate.” In 1806 the English propagandist Stewardon spread the rumor of the “balls of the revolution-
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ary victims” to discredit the French enemy. He sarcastically reported that “Madame Buonaparte, then the disconsolate widow of the guillotined Viscount de Beauharnois, was one of the principal directresses of the ball,” and even more improbably claimed that one floor above Napoleon frequented a “Ball of the Executioners,” to which no one was admitted who “could not prove himself to have committed since the revolution some crimes deserving the gallows should royalty be restored.”[^37] Though less hostile, Carlyle, Alison, and Millingen may implicitly have used the victims’ balls to indict the French as a frivolous people, and even a number of French memorialists saw the institution as emblematic of French national character.^[38]

Yet if the victims’ ball story had political potential, it was a remarkably nonpartisan memory. Mercier was a republican who later supported Napoleon. D’Abrantès was an unrepentant Bonapartist. Nodier was a political chameleon, who had been a Jacobin, a legitimist, then finally a self-proclaimed “Girondist” and supporter of the July Monarchy at the time when he published his memoirs. Duval glorified his early days as an anti-Jacobin street-fighter, Caillot was a legitimist, and all but D’Abrantès found the bal des victimes reprehensible. It is also significant that recollections of the victims’ balls are absent from the memoirs of politicians. One looks in vain for descriptions in the memoirs of Paul Barras, Lazare Carnot, Louis Marie de La Revellièrè-Lépeaux, Joseph Fouché, Jean-Baptiste Louvet, Bertrand Barère, Henri Grégoire, or Antoine-Claire Thibaut, all of whom were politically active and in Paris during the time when the victims’ balls supposedly took place.^[39] Finally, a purely political interpretation would be hard pressed to account for the sudden increase in the story’s popularity in the mid-1820s and its repetition in the 1830s and 1840s, when both aristocrats and former members of the jeunesse dorée, the supposed frequenters of the victims’ balls, were declining in political importance.

Yet the delayed popularity of the victims’ ball stories makes sense if one considers that with the passage of time the French needed vivid, eloquent images that epitomized an otherwise chaotic period that was overshadowed by the more recent and memorable age of Napoleon. They needed an aide-mémoire, or what Maurice Halbwachs called a “gripping abbreviation,” a “summary of collective reflections and feelings” that “projects a singularly vivid image on the screen of an obscure and unclear past.”^[40] That the victims’ ball served as this abbreviation is suggested in the language of Nodier, who assured his reader that “what everyone will tell you of that time is that there was a bal des victimes,” as if no other fact summarized as completely the aftermath of the Terror.^[41] Similarly, Caillot saw in the Bal aux victimes an “eminently picturesque expression, which gives the most exact idea of this careless, frivolous and inconsistent character” of French society after Thermidor.^[42]

Specifically, the victims’ balls recalled the real fact that despite the fall of
Robespierre and ending of the Terror, the republican regime was left with a legacy of numerous discontents in French society. Le Normand portrayed this situation by recounting the following anecdote:

One of the directors said jokingly to his associates, “What do you want[?] One must let [the regime’s opponents] engage in politics in their way; as long as it is only a matter of songs, rhymes, charades, even enigmas, one must give them this sort of reparation, to console them at least for the properties of which they have been despoiled. Let us not trouble their sweet pleasures; let them numb their grief in the midst of feasts and *bals à la victime*. They will find in them a diversion and a sort of compensation for the countless evils that they have suffered.”

Thus Le Normand’s benevolent Director offered a “safety valve” interpretation of carnivalesque protest *avant la lettre*. Though commentators differed on the seriousness of such “charades” and “enigmas,” they all seem to have seen them as emblematic of some class of adversaries to the state. Just who this class comprised was unclear. Mercier and Duval assumed that they were former nobles, and Le Normand suggested as much by referring to the confiscated property of the regime’s opponents, the shared implication being that the *bal des victimes* constituted the revenge of an aristocracy reconstituting itself as a class of “victims.” Yet most memorialists reported that “victims” of any class were admitted to the balls provided that they could prove themselves related to a guillotined person, and Le Normand herself painted a picture of class mixing rather than distinction when she wrote, “Nothing was more common after the day of 9 Thermidor than to meet at the same party the accuser and the accused, the hangman with his victim, the assassin with the daughter of the man whose life he had cut.” Of the victims’ balls in particular she wrote, “Often the son of a conventionnel of 1793 danced the *pas de schal* with the daughter of an émigré marquis. The most ferocious men satisfied themselves by waltzing with the niece of a former seigneur.” This memory, however embellished, corresponded to the real social confusion of the Thermidorian period, when nouveaux riches speculators and their families could masquerade as highborn ladies and gentlemen, and genuine ci-devant nobles fell into poverty or prudently adopted a modest appearance. Moreover, this class confusion is mirrored in the fact that some writers believed the *victimes* to have been former aristocrats, while others associated them with the *jeunesse dorée*, consisting primarily of the lower-middle-class children of clerks and shopkeepers who merely affected aristocratic manners.

In addition to class confusion, the period of Thermidor and the Directory was marked by gender confusion. Following the masculinized Reign of Terror came a return of women to political and cultural prominence. Madame Tallien, mistress to Director Barras, Madame de Récamier, and Napoleon’s wife Josephine Bonaparte hosted salons that were considered de rigueur for ambitious politicians and leaders of the Parisian social scene. Whether the real political influence of
women increased is debatable, but it is a cultural fact that they were perceived to be powerful. Fashion mirrored this perception, as women wore their hair short in imitation of the Roman emperor Titus while men grew their hair long, either hanging down as “spaniel’s ears” or tied up in a bun. The gender reversals of the period help to explain why so many commentators saw the bal des victimes as primarily a women’s affair. Étienne de Jouy wrote, “The victimes had their ball where the same women whose heroism had been admired a few weeks before only distinguished themselves now by the bizarrie of their attire and the inconceivable thoughtlessness (légèreté) of their conduct.” Yet he said nothing of the men.48 Nodier similarly offered a gendered picture when he summarized the balls as places “where a woman was not admitted if someone in her family had not perished on the scaffold,” and noted that “the required dress of a danseuse was that in which her mother or sister had fallen under the hand of the executioner, that is to say the red shawl and her hair cut level with her neck.”49 D’Abrantès recalled the bals des victimes as the invention of widows whose husbands had died fighting for the counter-Revolution,50 and Duval associated them with the return of feminine charm after the Terror:

Thus there was nothing more gay at the Bal des Victimes than all those young persons who competed there in grace, attire and beauty; for one of the happy fruits of the Thermidorian reaction was the resurrection of the dressing-table [la toilette]. The women then took pleasure in compensating themselves for the obligation that they had had [during the Terror] of renouncing hats, velvet, satin and all the apparatus of feminine flirtatiousness [la coquetterie féminine] by throwing themselves ardently into all the excesses of the most extravagant, and for some I add, the most indecent luxury.51

Finally, the period following Robespierre’s death was marked by psychological confusion. The sudden end of the Terror provoked collective joy, yet the recent deaths of so many people required grief. The image of the victims’ ball eloquently expressed the cohabitation of these two contradictory emotions. For Caillot it was “a bizarre expression which contains two unsociable ideas, that of pleasure and that of affliction!” Yet it was precisely this synthesis that made it “an eminently picturesque expression” capable of capturing the mood of post-Terror Paris.52 Experiencing pleasure soon after the death of a relative violated the accepted rules of mourning, and again the image of the victims’ ball epitomized this transgression. Mercier asked rhetorically,

Will posterity believe that persons whose relatives died on the scaffold did not institute days of solemn and common affliction during which, assembled in mourning clothing, they would attest to their grief over such cruel, such recent losses, but instead [instituted] days of dancing where the point was to waltz, drink and eat to one’s heart’s content[?]53

Though less indignant than Mercier, the editors of the Censeur dramatique showed similar concern over the importance of complete mourning, and reported that only those whose relatives had died more than six months previously could be
admitted into the *bal des victimes*. Nevertheless, other commentators failed to report this rule and in general regarded the infamous festivities as clear violations of accepted mourning practices. Arnault compared the premature celebrations to the funerary rites of “certain countries, where every burial is followed by an orgy, where joy abruptly follows tears and manifests itself in the midst of mourning.” Others characterized the violation in terms strikingly similar to Georges Bataille’s definition of taboo as decomposition, the liminal state between wet and dry. The editors of the *Spectateur du nord* associated the victims’ balls with the transgression of celebrating during the dangerous period of bodily decay, “And it is to dance that the relatives of these unfortunate [guillotined persons] come together, on ground still reeking of their blood!!!” Duval similarly reported the dancing mania as a violation of the taboo on celebrating before the dead had dried:

Scarcely had the scaffolds been overturned, the cesspool of the *barrière du Trône* still showed passersby its large and yawning chasm from the bottom of which putrid miasmas continued to be exhaled into the air and infect the neighborhood; the surrounding ground had not yet finished absorbing all the human blood in which it had been steeped for . . . two months, and already balls were being organized at all points of the capital; from all points of the capital the joyous sounds of the clarinet, the violin, the drum . . . convoked the survivors of the terror to the pleasures of dance.

Elsewhere Duval strikingly denounced the black humor of the *salut à la victime* as an “infamous insult to the still bleeding shades of [the dancers’] fathers.” Writing on the dancing mania of Thermidor in general, the baronne de Vaudey similarly found it “a subject of continual astonishment” that “after all the blood with which our squares had just been soaked, the relatives, the friends and even the simple acquaintances of the victims could take part in these pleasures.”

One recollection of Parisian merrymaking in general and the victims’ ball in particular epitomizes much of the imagery discussed so far. Napoleon’s General Ségur depicted French *légèreté*, political and social confusion, the unhealthy mixture of pleasure and grief, and the pollution caused by violation of mourning taboos amidst a bloodscape of still decomposing victims:

At that time Bonaparte lived in Paris, as we all did, in the midst of *extraordinary confusion* to which French thoughtlessness (*légèreté*) gave the bizarre spectacle: a mad and unfitting reaction of the joyous, gracious and gallant manners of the monarchy *mixed* with revolutionary carelessness and indecent fashions, along with the horror of brutal and barbarian manners following the republican terror; a *formless mixture* of pleasure and pain; a shocking contrast of joy and mourning, feast and famine; a *hardly honorable association* finally of the old and the new regime, carrying on the *warm and bloody ashes* of so many eviscerated relations and in the midst of incarcerations and even executions which still took place, a recurring and ceaseless need for concerts, songs, tender romances and those dances that were impudently called *bals des victimes*!

In addition to their mnemonic value as “gripping abbreviations” of the confusing period following Thermidor, victims’ ball stories bore striking resem-
blances to contemporary fiction. Victor Hugo, Alexandre Dumas, Jules Janin, Eugene Sue, and Washington Irving (translated into French by Petrus Borel) frequently indulged in Guillotinromantik, lingering over the horrors of decapitation, and even the realist Stendhal dwelled on the haunting execution of Julien in Le rouge et le noir. Nodier himself, who as an adolescent had witnessed the guillotine in action, included graphic depictions of beheadings in his own stories “Smarra” (1821), “L’histoire d’Hélène Gillet” (1832), and “Jean-François les Bas-Bleus” (1833). Irving’s Tales of a Traveller (1824), Hugo’s Dernier jour d’un condamné (1829), Janin’s Ane mort (1829), and Dumas’s Femme au collier de velours (1849) all contain fantastic narratives about victims returning (or apparently returning) from the dead to haunt the living. While accounts of the bals des victimes did not literally involve resuscitated corpses, they frequently included depictions of persons who imitated the dead through haircut, dress, or gesture and more generally suggested the haunting presence of the guillotine and its victims.

Another significant resemblance between victims’ ball narratives and popular fantastic literature is the strong element of liminality. Popular themes of the fantastic writers included vampires, werewolves, and other monsters inhabiting threshold regions between life and death, and mixing the attributes of the living and the dead. Victims’ ball stories not only featured characters, the victimes, who appeared to inhabit a realm between life and death, but, as noted previously, also alluded to the still decomposing remains of the executed, the dangerous miasmas associated with them, and analogous liminal themes such as incomplete mourning, the unhealthful mixture of joy and grief, and the dangerous mixing of classes, manners, and political legacies. It is perhaps not accidental that Nodier both “recalled” the bal des victimes for posterity and wrote stories about vampires. In a sense both belong to the same literary style.

The fantastic traits of the victims’ ball stories also help to explain the sudden increase in the stories in the 1820s, since it was during this decade, shortly after the successes of John Polidori’s Vampyre and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein in Britain, that the fantastic emerged as a popular genre in France. That tales of the bals des victimes appealed to a fantastic imagination is moreover suggested by the fact that some French writers associated them with the practice of mystification. Tzvetan Todorov has defined the fantastic in terms of the reader’s (or protagonist’s) uncertainty as to whether the bizarre scenes depicted have a natural or supernatural explanation. Thus the phenomenon of mystification, or apparent conjuring of the dead through tricks unknown to the observer, is a natural theme for fantastic literature. The editors of Chariotari linked mystification and the collective memory of the victims’ balls when, because of the presence of the type of reactionaries presumably long dead, they mocked a state ball in Spain in 1844 as “encore un bal des victimes,” and compared the event to the infamous performances of the eighteenth-century mystificateurs and self-proclaimed necromancer Count Alessandro di Cagliostro.
Mystification also played a prominent role in the 1869 fantastic novel *Le bal des victimes* by Ponson du Terrail. In some ways Ponson’s depiction of post-Terror dancing recalls that of the memorialists discussed earlier and bears a striking resemblance to that of the Goncourt brothers:

The crowd thronged the streets.
Motley, bizarre, bustling, joyous, noisy crowd, the crowd that goes dancing.
For they danced everywhere then; they danced out of pleasure, out of necessity, out of duty.
Long enough had France had her feet in the blood, her head broken by political preoccupations, her stomach disordered by hunger.
France did not want any more courts, hangmen, guillotines, massacres, but balls and shows.
Here comes the hour of the reaction, the reaction of pleasure.
They are ruined, but they will dance.69

Yet Ponson differed from the memorialists and historians discussed earlier in that he described festivities at which executed persons appeared truly to have returned from the dead. Early in the novel a man claiming to be a former marquis appears at a party hosted by the Director Barras. He is covered with tattoos depicting executions and symbols of the Revolution, claims to have been executed during the Terror, and accuses Barras, who had formerly supported the terrorists, of being an assassin. When Barras scoffs at these claims, the man washes himself off and is recognized by a horrified guest who claims to have been his executioner. Later Barras is abducted by royalists, including the self-proclaimed marquis, and taken to a secret *bal des victimes*. There he encounters people who appear to have been executed as well—they wear red ribbons around their necks to simulate prior decapitation—but then learns that all of his “hosts” are merely relatives of executed persons, and that the “marquis” is actually the brother of a real executed marquis, whom he resembles physically.70 The association between the victims’ balls and mystification appeared as late as 1909, when an author claimed that at the end of 1795 Grimod de la Reynière, who in fact was a famous mystificateur, “had the idea of the *Bal des Victimes*, which, by simple mystification, became a real success.”71

To be sure, neither the romantic preoccupation with the guillotine nor the monstrous themes of fantastic literature emerged out of a political vacuum. Jacques Barzun has written that “Berlioz’s generation was as much haunted by the guillotine as we are by the death camps.”72 If this is true, then “guillotine romanticism” can at least in part be explained by the historical and political fact of the Terror, though the executions of ordinary criminals also drew public attention in nineteenth-century France. José Monleón, drawing on Michel Foucault, explains the fantastic obsession with monsters in terms of a “confusion . . . in bourgeois epistemology” in which traditional categories of virtue and vice could no longer be distinguished, and explains this confusion as the consequence of class mobility,
which in turn made it “more difficult to define social relations and to assign the proper images or the appropriate spaces to the different elements of society.” If he is correct, then the monstrous elements of the victims’ ball stories are not purely “literary” but also express the political anxieties of the bourgeoisie. These claims of Barzun and Monleón, though debatable, are surely not entirely false, and one must attribute some political meaning to the victims’ ball stories, which bear such striking resemblances to the romantic and fantastic literature in question. Yet this attribution is far from the notion of collective memory as necessarily republican, royalist, Bonapartist, or otherwise discernibly partisan.

If the victims’ ball tales grew primarily out of the literary soil of “guillotine romanticism” and the fantastic in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, what accounts for their persistence to this day? As always, one could point to the political goals toward which the stories might be marshaled. For Louis Madelin, who regarded the Revolution as “a tremendous transfer of wealth from one set of persons to another” and “a transfer of property in favour of ‘buyer’ and of capital for the benefit of ‘speculators,’” the bal des victimes epitomized the heartlessness of the successful capitalists. Similarly, for Mathiez the “bals priviligiés” given “in high society” were simply another indication of the decadence of the bourgeois Revolution and the corruption of Thermidorian society. Yet an obvious political motivation is missing in the accounts of Joseph Calmette, Marcel Reinhard, not to mention Furet and Richet, who certainly could not be accused of an invertebrate hostility to the “bourgeois reaction” of Thermidor and the Directory.

The persistence of the victims’ ball stories must be understood in terms of the generally accepted rules of evidence among professional historians. Once a fact becomes “common knowledge” the historian is released from the obligation to cite a source, and only a determined effort to falsify it can dislodge it from the bricolage of generally accepted facts that constitute the historical canon. In this sense the question is less what explains the story’s persistence than what could ever eliminate it. Myths such as the bal des victimes are all the more persistent when they serve as an aide-mémoire for a period that historians tend to ignore. The five years between Robespierre and Napoleon, themselves memory markers, are a period that, despite the recent lifting of the professional obligation to disdain the post-Jacobin “reaction,” has remained largely unexplored, and has therefore been susceptible to collapse into the “gripping abbreviation” of the victims’ ball.

Finally, in addition to repetition of the victims’ ball myth in written history, film images have contributed to its persistence in French collective memory. In particular, Abel Gance’s 1927 epic Napoleon includes an extended scene of a bal des victimes. Following a sequence in which a man dressed as a jailer apparently reads the names of the condemned, the camera reveals a dancing party in a prison later identified as Carmes. A text frame reads, “In the feverish reaction of life against death all of France was gripped by a desire for pleasure. In a few days 644 balls took place on the graves of the victims of the Terror.” A subsequent frame
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explains, “In order to be admitted to the victims’ ball one had either to have been in prison or to prove that one had lost one’s father, brother, or spouse.” This expansion of the rules to include former prisoners was obviously intended to justify Napoleon’s presence at the victims’ ball.\textsuperscript{78} (Josephine had lost her divorced husband, the marquis de Beauharnais, to the guillotine, but Napoleon had not mourned any relations as a result of the Terror.) At one point a man “decapitates” himself by bursting a balloon in the form of a head, and later an “executioner” acts out the beheading of a woman who kneels with her head protruding through the back of a chair. To be sure, Napoleon deplores the merrymaking of the victimes, and eventually withdraws to another room to play chess. One could therefore read the scene as the ultra right-wing director’s legitimization of Napoleon’s authoritarian rule over decadent subjects. Yet Gance was not entirely contemptuous of the dancing activity, which was justified by the understandable preference, in his own words, for “life” over “death,” and the presence, at least temporarily, of Napoleon. Moreover, Gance sentimentalized the scene by having Josephine show Napoleon the spot in the Carmes prison where she awaited her execution during the Terror. It seems therefore that in addition to politics, Gance considered the value of images that both served to summarize dramatically the multiple tensions in Thermidorian Paris and corresponded in at least some measure to the viewers’ “horizon of expectations.”\textsuperscript{79} Gance’s motivations notwithstanding, his victims’ ball scene perpetuated and embellished on the myth in the minds of an incalculable number of viewers, both in the interwar period and since the movie’s rerelease by Francis Ford Coppola in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{80}

The bal des victimes is therefore not a product of partisan memory. It does not belong to republicans or royalists, legitimists or orleanists, Jacobins or Bonapartists, communists or fascists, but rather to a larger mnemonic community concerned with recounting the story of the French Revolution. This recounting, moreover, operates within a Carlylian tradition according to which the Revolution is an orgiastic moment of chaos from which the great man (Napoleon) emerges. As such, it provides a means of escaping politics, and indeed, in historiographic terms, the politics of interpretation.
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